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1 Abstract

The Keck - NASA agreement is to be renewed, and the NASA environment is changing with the
planned launches of JWST and Roman, the unknown end of life for Hubble, and the endorsement of
technology development by the National Academy’s Decadal Survey for a large 6 m class IR/O/UV
space telescope concept for NASA’s next flagship. All create opportunities for the Keck community
and suggest planning to realize them. In addition, the NASA study of the ORCAS (Orbiting
Configurable Artificial Star) offers a path to high performance (high Strehl) visible wavelength
adaptive optics. We recommend that as the Keck management plans the revision of the the NASA-
Keck agreement it considers Keck’s compatibility with possible new roles and contributions from
NASA, such as:

a) additional NASA observing time to support JWST and Roman,
b) upgraded visible band adaptive optics to feed facility instruments,
c) compatibility with the proposed ORCAS satellite system to enable maximum performance

visible SCAO, and
d) prototype hardware that could pave the way for the IR/O/UV flagship observatory, such

as diffraction-limited imaging and spectroscopy with the latest generations of energy-resolving
photon-counting detectors.
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2 Keck Upgrades and NASA share

NASA has a 1/6 share of the observing time and allocates this with its own TAC. But there are
three ways in which a change of balance could be appropriate. 1. If the NASA TAC receives
enough strong proposals, perhaps NASA would be willing to buy more time. 2. If NASA decides
to build the ORCAS orbiting guide star for visible band adaptive optics, then that might be viewed
as a contribution to the facility. 3. If NASA wishes to demonstrate new technologies for its
future flagships at the Keck, then these might be considered contributions if they become facility
instruments. In any case this will be an interesting point for the voting partners to consider. NASA
is not a voting partner.

3 JWST and Roman support

This year the call for proposals for the NASA time allocation for Keck produced an unprecedented
response, based on the JWST and Roman scientific programs. This demand will only grow after
the JWST launch and commissioning, and grow again after the Roman launch. There could be
inter-observatory agreements about one observatory TAC supporting proposals chosen by the other
observatory TAC. Although JWST has extreme sensitivity in the IR, Keck has greater aperture and
will have greater resolution in the visible band when adaptive optics is available, and the visible
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sky background light is only about 5-10 times as bright as in space. Visible band adaptive optics
would take advantage of this darkness, and provide higher angular resolution and sensitivity than
JWST, Roman, and Hubble.

4 Hubble End of Life

In addition, the Hubble capability will disappear at some unknown time, though we have been
fortunate. This year there was a month-long “safe-hold” event for Hubble as a fault was analyzed,
and a decision was made to switch to backup systems. Gyros are degrading, and the orbit is
decaying. Keck is well positioned to replace some of Hubble’s visible band capability, especially
if the Keck adaptive optics system is upgraded.

5 Visible band Adaptive Optics: ORCAS

Keck has the opportunity to become the world’s most sensitive, highest angular resolution equip-
ment available to astronomers, by upgrading its adaptive optics systems even beyond the KAPA.
There is no visible band general purpose diffraction-limited instrument anywhere.

Current sodium layer guide star systems function reliably but performance at visible band is
limited for fundamental reasons. The direct approach of upgrading the sodium layer MCAO system
is already in process, but performance (Strehl ratio) is still limited.

The other option is optically far simpler: SCAO, single conjugate adaptive optics, with a guide
star. It is not yet a general purpose tool because of glare from the natural guide star, and the
tiny sky coverage available. But both of these can be overcome using an orbiting laser beacon,
shining down on the observatory, according to the ORCAS concept: https://asd.gsfc.
nasa.gov/orcas/. The laser can emulate a magnitude 0 guide star, overcoming the photon
noise limitations for natural guide stars at short wavelengths. The glare from the laser can be
rejected by a narrow-band notch interference filter.

Similar AO and instrument systems are already being developed for Extreme AO searches for
exoplanets, but since the laser beacon is rejected by the filter, there is no requirement for high
contrast. The efficiency (Strehl ratio) can be higher than for the sodium layer system because no
atmospheric tomography is required, and upgraded parts (larger, faster deformable mirrors and
detectors) lead directly to higher performance. The V band sensitivity can be better than 29th

magnitude 10σ in an hour, considerably better than Hubble, because the D4 scaling factor for
diffraction-limited observing speed is 300.

On the other hand the field of view is limited to a single isoplanatic patch, a few arcseconds in
radius. There is also the problem of placing the beacon at the right place and the right time for an
astro-stationary moment, in which the beacon appears to stop moving in front of the target. This
problem is solved by the ORCAS design, which includes a high-altitude GPS system proven on
the MMS mission. Operationally there is an interesting navigational challenge: choosing the target
sequence for maximum scientific return, given the fixed maneuvering capability of the satellite, and
other observing programs at Keck. A community process would have to be developed to do this.

We recommend continued participation in the ORCAS study, including developing detailed
plans for the ground hardware, efficient operational sequences, and community governance of a
precious resource, the ORCAS retargeting fuel.
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